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I. INTRODUCTION

In l9#5 Purcell, Torrey, and Pound (ll) and independ-
ently Bloch, Hansen, and Packard (2) discovered that cer-
tain nuclei, in macroscoplc amounts, if placed in a steady
magnetic field can be made to interact with an osclllating
magnetic field. Both groups observed the proton resonance,
the first in a paraffln sample, the second in a water
sample. The sample was placed in a steady magnetic field

in order that the protons can align with respect to the
stesdy field, HO. There can be only two possible positlons
for the protons with an energy difference between the
positions of 2yH°, wherelp is the magnetie moment of the
proton. Transitions from the lower level to the higher
level can be observed if an osclllating magnetlc field of
resonant frequency 2pH°/h is applied to the sample per-
pendlcular to the steady field.

This discovery, known as nuclear magnetic resonance,
‘ and the experimental techniques that have developed, are

applied in many different scientific fields. Andrew (l, p.5)
mentioned that by 195ä over #00 publications had already
appeared. There are a number of good articles that review
the theory and applications of nuclear magnetlc resonance
in physics and chemistry (l) (9) (6). In the particular

field of crystal structure Cohen and Reif (N, p. 398)
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give the various nuclel and crystals that have been studled
prior to 1957.

Nuclei that in addition to a magnetlc moment also
possess an electric quadrupole moment can interact
electrlcally with their environment. Depending on the
strength of the magnetlc field this lnteraction can be
quite large or quite small in comparison to the magnetic
lnteraction. Dehmelt and Krüger (1, p. 216) in 1950 first
lnvedngated the former or "low field" case as it is called.
Pound (10) in the same year studled the latter or "hlgh
field" case. He developed the theory for the quadrupole
interactions in single crystals with sxlally symmetric
field gradients at the nuclear altes. He then verlfled
his theory in a number of excellent experlments on dif-
ferent nuclel in several different types of single crystals.

Volkoff, Petch, and Smellie (17) extended Pound's
theory to include the case of an asymmetric field gradlent
at the nuclear site. They developed a method for determin-
ing the orlentation of the principal axes of the electric
field gradient from an analysis of the change in the fre-
quency of the absorptlon lines ln the nuclear magnetlc
resonance spectrum as the crystal is rotated perpendlcular
to the magnetic field. They then applied their method to
the L17 site in a slngle crystal of spodumene. A number
of sites in various crystals have been lnvestlgated in



0 this manner. The alumlnum sites in chrysoberyl have been
studied by Hockenberry, Brown, and Williams (8).

It ls the purpose of this thesis to apply this Volkoff

method to the beryllium nuclei in a single crystal of

chrysoberyl. The crystal has been rotated about three

mutually perpendicular axes and the rotation pattern for
each has been obtalned. An analysis of these patterns has
given the orientation of the principal axes, the asymmetry
parameter, and the quadrupole coupling constant for these

beryllium sites. Section II contains the theory of the
interactlon of a nucleus with its electric environment
and develops the equations for the observed quadrupole

effects. The method used to analyze the observations and
the chrysoberyl structure is also discussed. Section III
discusses the equipment that is used and the method of

obtaining the data. Section IV gives the interpretation
of the data and the conclusions that are drawn from the
data.
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE

A. Nuclear Electric Quadrugole Interaction
Cohen and Reif (4,p.326) developed the electric quad-

rupole interaction in quite some detail. The following
account is a brief review of their development.

Consider a nucleus with a charge denslty/°(¥) at the

point x and whose total charge Ze is distributed over the
nuclear volume. Let ¢(?) be the electrostatlc potential

due to all external charges. The electrostatlc lnteractlon
energy ls then given by

(1)
where the integral is over the nuclear volume. ¢(;) can be

expanded in a power series about the nuclear center of mass,

and such an expansion gives

Jk J
owherethe summatlon over each subscrlpt extends from one to
three and the subscrlpt o indlcates an evaluation at x equal

to zero. It follows that
T 2 ., (3)

where
$d3W¤(;) ; Ze : nuclear charge (M)

§d3xfK?)xJ : PJ ; electric dlpole moment (5)
§d3WfX?)xÜxk ; Qjk ; electric quadrupole moment (6)
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The first term of Eq. (3) does not depend on the

orlentation of the nucleus and therefore is of no interest
in magnetic resonance. The second term vanishes due to
the inversion symmetry of the charge distribution. The
third or quadrupole term, however, can effect the megnetic
dipole transltlons. The expression for;}(now becomes

D-(= ’ where ¢Jk :(ö°, (7)

and higher order terms in the expansion have been neglected.

ßjk is called the gradient of the electric field. ßjk and
Qjk are symmetric second rank tensors. It is possible to

make Qjk traceless es well es symmetrlc by definlng a new
tensor as

Qjk : 3QBk ' Sjkäzcléeg (8)
where öhk : l for jek and zero otherwise. The Hamiltonlan
then becomes

The last term lnvolves only traces and can be neglected.
The five components of Qjk can be related to one com—

ponent. The charges in the nucleus are considered to pre-
v cess very rapidly about the spin direction so that the ex-

ternal charges lnteract only with the time average of the
nuclear charge distribution. Hence by symmetry Qjk ; 0 for
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j ¢ k and Q11 ; Q22. But Q11 + Q22 + Q33 : 0, so that

ZRamsey (12) shows that the corresponding matrix ele-

mente of functions of the nuclear space coordinates like the
electric quadrupole moment are proportional to the matrix
elements of the angular momentum through a factor independent

of m, which is the magnetic quantum number. Hence one can
write that

(1m'|QJk)1m) a-, C(Im'|g.(IJ1k + Il/(IJ) -8Jk12|1m), (10)

where 1 is the angular momentum of the nucleus in units of
h/2n and m aeeumes the values -1, —1+1,··¥ 1. ,

The electric quadrupole moment, Q, is defined as the

expectation value, in units of the electronic charge e, of

Q33 in the state in which the component of I along the axis
of symmetry is a maximum. Accordlngly Q is of the form „

ae a (11|Q33|11) or eQ :5/?I(;)(3Z2•1"2)d3X (11)
where//¥I(x) is the expectatlon value of the nuclear charge

density ln the state where m : I. Then using Eq. (10) in
Eq. (11), one obtains

ae ; c(11|31§~12|11) ; c(~312-—1(1+1Ü, (12)
or ,

c a (13)
(

If one now comblnes Eq. (9), (10), and (13) ana also wn1caa
Ö(Q for that part of the quadrupole lnteraction Hamiltonlan
of interest one obtaine
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The electric quadrupole moment describes the departure

from spherical symmetry of the nuclear charge distribution.

Nuclei which have I 1 0 or I = 1/P can exhlbit no electric

quadrupole moment. The former exhibits no preferred orienta-
tion. The latter implies only a reversal of the spin

direction and hence corresponds to the same effective charge

distribution. The beryllium nucleus is known to have an
angular momentum of 3/?'h se its charge distribution is not
spherlcally symmetric (13).

The matrix elements of Eq. (14) can be obtained by using
the matrix elements of the spln components 1+ : Ix t 1Iy.
The only non—vanish1ng matrix elements of I are

(m)Iz|m) : m
and

(m‘.t1‘Ii)m)= BI 1 m) (I 1 m + (15)

The quadrupole Hamiltonian can now be expressed in terms of
the IZ, 1+ and 1_, giving

(16)
where

A = °QY•T<“§:'f?i'Y ’

hl = ¢„ 1 1¢yz„ and ·· ¢yy> t 1¢xy •
Equation (16) can now be used to obtain all the matrix
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elements of the quadrupole Hamlltcnian which are needed to
calculate the perturbations on the magnetic energy levels.

These are

(m|%|m} 1 A[3m2 - I(I + 1)] ¢zz .
(m A(2m 1 1) [(1 ; m)(I 1 m (17)

(m 1 1 m)(I 1 m - l)(I 1 m + l)(I 1
m(m*:KQ\m}1 O for \m' - m))2 .

In the case that the quadrupole coupling energy ls small com-
pared to the magnetic level spaclng one is able to treat;}<Q
as a perturbation on the magnetlc energy;}CM 1-gpOI·§O, where
g 1)) /I}1o and yo 1 eh/2Mc; hence

KK ’·'t}(M {Ke
with energy levels given by

Em :§{Fmk)•
xzo

where Eék) is the kth order perturbation on the magnetic lev-

els
Eéo) 1 -mpHO/I 1 -hvLm , m 1 —I, -I+l, ·•· I. (18)

For an I : 3/E there are four equlspaced levels with an

energy difference between levels equal to QyHo/3. Hence the
unperturbed resonance line actually conslsts of three super-

posed lines at the Larmor frequency·UL 1 %yHO/3h with rela-

tive intensltles 3:M:3.
The first order calculatlon ylelds T

atfxl) 1 In-rg§:U [3m2 — 1(1+1ü¢„. (19)
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The frequencies can be obtained from hvm ; Em-1 - Em
which gives in first order‘”·¤—?%°‘—>-r -ym - I I_I (2m 1)¢zz. (20)

Here ßéz is the second derivative of the electrostatlc
potential at the nuclear site, the z direction coincidlng
with the direction of the constant magnetic field. If one
now makes the following substitutions:

E E/h • K 8¤d 1 = 3/2, (21)I-l h
one obtains for the energies and the frequencies to first
order

m E -3 hK
-2

J,__.__.. -%-2E+R-—¢zz
— · _ KU_% ~UL+§¢zz

·1—·— — 1 hK2 I

E --1E-*l‘$¢2 ’ E 4 zz
E ___ E hK _ K

3 —r—**——· g ' 2 + F”¢2Z )%·))L ‘ §¢sz

The dotted lines represent the magnetic levels and the
solid lines represent the same levels perturbed by the quad-
rupole interaction in first order. One notes that in first

order there remains a line at the Larmor frequency)/L and
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that the other two llnes are symmetrically placed on either

side of this central one; hence the name satellltes for the

shlfted components. Also one observes that the frequency
depends upon the value of ¢éz at the nuclear site so that

there should be tue satellites for each different site.
The frequency difference is then given by

2Av : mo : Kezg (22)

where primes have been added to designate the direction of

the constant magnetlc field so that the unprimed symbols can
later be used for the principal axes.

The perturbation to second order does shift the central

mompcnent (¤,p.336) and the cuter lines are no longer sym-
metrically placed on either side. In the case of the

beryllium sites there was no observable shift in the fre-

quency cf the central component.
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B. Yglggff Method of Rotation Analysis
Volkoff and co-workers (17) begln by writing Eq. (22)

as

:: :

,wherethe absolute value of e2qQ/h ls defined as the quad-
rupole coupllng constant and eq is defined as th particular
value of géz that gives the largest value for the satellite
separation.

The tensor ¢Jk describes the magnitude of the electric
field gradient at the nuclear site. It is symmetric by
definition and also traceless, s1nce<2¢ : O. It ls pos-
sible to asslgn a set of orthogonal axes XYZ fixed with
reference to the crystal in terms of which ¢Jk can be
written as .

ßyx ¢XY ¢ZX
¢XY ¢YY ¢'Yz (2*4)
Iözx ¢Yz ¢zz

The XYZ axes in the chrysoberyl crystal will later be allowed
to coincide with the crystallographic axes abc. It ls pos-
sible to reduce this tensor with five independent components
to a diagonal tensor with two independent components. To do
so requires choosing a new set of xyz axes, called the prin-
cipal axes. Then only and ßéz remain and they are
related by ¢}x + ¢&y + géz = 0.
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If now one orders the ¢'s auch that

(gfx:) 2 lfdyy) 2 Vu:) (25)
and also deflnes RÄ, the asymmetry parameter, as

r( : ¢XX ° ßxl (gg)
zz

then the new diagonalized tensor can be written

-eq(l·r()/2 0 0
O —eq(l+Q)/2 O (27)
O O eq .

The values of eq,f(, and the direction coslnes speclfying the

orlentation of the xyz system with reference to the XYZ system
would define the tensor. If the field gradient ls axlally
symmetr1c,Y(, from Eq. (26), would be equal to zero. Should

the field gradient have cublc symmetry or be spherically
symmetric then ¢}x : ¢&y = ¢gz, so that ‘v2¢ ; O would force

each component to be equal to zero and the quadrupole inter-

action would dlsappear.

Let the x'y'z' axes refer to the laboratory system

aligned so that z' will always be kept parallel to the di-

rection of the constant magnetic field Ho. Let the X axis
be set and held perpendicular to z' and parallel to y'.

One can choose Y initially parallel to z' and with Z

lnitially parallel to x'. Let the angle of rotatlon Gx be
measured between the Y and z' axis where GX : O corresponds
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to Y and z' being parallel. The transformation equations
between the XYZ axes and the x'y'z' axes for the X rote-
tion become

X : Y, 0
Y ; cosGXz' + s1nQXx' , (28)

and Z = - s1n0Xz' + cos0Xx' . »
After several partial differentlations these give

0 : (cosQ g-.- sin Ö )2¢zz X ‘y Gx gg
_ l ¢ZZ) gzyzsmeex (29)

If Eq. (29) is substltuted into Eq. (23) it gives

(2Av)X ; AX + Bxeeeeex + cxemeex
or :. AX + Rcos2(Q (30)

X where
A ‘: E-K * : • 1 B

-
l-X 2 (¢YY * ¢zz) §K¢xx • X - 2K(¢yy - gzz) ,

( 1CX : , and R : (B? + (31)

The equations for the Y and Z rotatlons are similar and can
be obtained from these by cyclic permutation of the sub- .

scripts. Thus one obtalns three equetlons of the form of
Eq. (30) and a total of twelve equatlons similar to Eq. (31).

These equations serve to determine the elements of the

K¢Jk tensor. By utilizlng the conditions on the trace and
by adding and subtracting the equatlons ln Eq. (31) it is
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possible to obtaln the following relations between the

varleus constants:
AX + AY + AZ = 0 AY + BY - AX - BX : ~2AZ (32)AX + BX : AZ — BZ = -2AY AZ + BZ „ AY - BY = -2AX

These identlties can be employed to set the relative slgns
of the three curves and also to determine an average value
for the constants.

The characteristioeequation for the K¢Jk tensor can
be expressed as ‘

(33)
******68b

= K3(¢yx¢’yy¢zz + 2¢’xY¢yz¢zx — ¢xx¢§z -söyyvfäxand
the b term ls taken as positive. The solution of Eq.

(as) 18 g1ve¤ by (16)
gn n e 1,2,3 (35)

where cos3¢,: (b/?)(3/%)% (36)
The characteristic roots are so ordered that X3 is positive
and has the largest value, while X2 and XX are both negative
and X1 has the smallest absolute value. Their values are
given by:

öl = K¢}x , XY : K¢YY , and X3 ; Kßéz. (37)
The asymmetry parameter is given by

I1 zßlanq. (36)
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The quadrupole coupling constant can be found as follows

2EMQQ =
¢Q¢sz

- gg 21 21 - l)Ih
‘

l--E-— - hKK¢„ : —z-$———)— (Q3, (39)
which for I ; 3/2 gives

l
2

Using any one of the three roots, say xl, and writing

·· + + WZ : Ü
rmxy wx + (1mYY - X1)wy + KQIYZ wz : 0 (41)
Kßzx wg + xmyz wy + (img -b’1)wz ; 0

where the w's are the characteristic vectors associated with_
Kl, one can at once solve any two of these for the direction

cosines Ä1, ))1, and V1. For example Ä1 would be given by
Vx

=
'"2V""""“'"'“"' ‘ (Ä 42)1 (wx - wg - wä)$

Repeating the above procedure for the other two roots would
give all nine direction cosines. The relative signs for the
three direction cosines obtained from each root would be
fixed but the absolute sign for each set would not be deter-
mined. If these calculations are carried out it is possible
to express all nine direction cosines in the following manner.

An _/Un _)/n =.............‘.Ü.l................ n = 1,2,3 (43)"‘“" · 15* · "" 2 2 %DM 2¤ D3¤ (Dln * Dzn * Dän)
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*1% Dm = K2¢xY¢Yz · K¢zx(K¢yy ·· Kn)
„ 2D2H = K ¢ZX¢XY " K¢YZ(K¢xx st Tw) (44)

Dgg = (K¢Xx ' Kn)(K¢YY ’ Kn) ‘ K2¢§Y

It ls sometimes possible to learn from crystal symmetry

that a particular one of the XYZ axes ls parallel to a prin-
cipal axls. If one assumes that the Z axls coincides with

one of the principal axes then one would know that ¢yz :

¢2X = O and that CX : CY e O. The tensor would then be of
the form

Kpixx Kgfxy 0 (A2 +B2) -02 0
Kßxy 2:9122 0 or -02 (A2 - B2) 0 ++5)

0 0 K9!22 0 0 -2AZ
where the constants are obtalned from the equation for the Z
rotation, that is

(2Av)2 1 A2 + B2¤¤¤2e2 + 0261¤2e2. (++6)
The characteristic roots would be given by

2 2 QT1 1-2A2 ana T23 1 A2 1 (B2 +02) . (1+7)

The principal axes corresponding to -2AZ would be parallel
to the Z axis and the direction coslnes with respect to the
X axis for the other two principal axes would be obtained
from

)( CZ Q 2 2 (1+8)Z 2 2 ·- n Z g¤ [cz +<x„ -AZ -162)]
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above analysis allows one to determine the quad-

rupole coupling constant, the asymmetry parameter, and the
_ orientation of the principal axes of the electric field

gradient at the nuclear site.
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(
C. Crystal Structure of Chrysoberyl

Chrysoberyl (BeAl20u) exhibits an orthorhombic structure
with the following values for its crystallographic axes (18)

a=ä.42, b¤9.39„ and c=5.¤7A.
Its unit cell contains four molecules so that there are four
atoms of beryllium and eight atoms of aluminum in each unit
cell. The sixteen oxygen atoms in the unit cell are arranged
in a nearly hexagonal closeepacked array with the much smaller
metallic ions in interstltial posltions. Bragg and Brown (3)
have performed an X·ray study of chrysoberyl in which they
find that each alumlnum atom occupies a space between six
of the oxygen atoms. They also find that there are two types
of sites for the aluminum atom with half of the aluminum
ato~s at symmetry centers and half of them on reflection
planes. This fact is also verified by the work of

Hockenberry, Brown, and Williams (8) in their nuclear
resonance studies of alumlnum in chrysoberyl. They find
that there are two types of alumlnum sites and that one of
the sites does have a principal axis perpendicular to the
reflection planes.

The beryllium atoms cannot be located by X~ray dif-
fraction analysis since the atoms are so light that their

positions cannot be established in this manner. The posi-
tions of the beryllium atoms in chrysoberyl are assigned as
the same positions that the silicon atoms occupy in olivine
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Figures I and II illustrate the berylllum
F atoms in the positions occupled ty the silicon atoms in

ollvine. This assignment places each of the berylllum
atoms at the center of a tetrahedron consistlng of four
oxygen atoms at the corners of the tetrahedron. This
asslgnment also places two of the beryllium atoms on one of
the reflectlon planes and the other two atoms of beryllium
on the other reflection plane.

Figure I illustrates the unit cell of chrysoberyl
projected on its a·plane. The large, medium, and small
clrcles are used to represent the oxygen, aluminum, and
beryllium atoms respectlvely. The numbers written within
each circle represent the approximate fractional height
above the a·plane in units of the crystallographlc length
a. Note that a circle with a zero would represent two
atoms, one above the other, a distance a apart.

Figure II is a photograph of a model of chrysoberyl
where the dark spheres represent beryllium atoms, the large
light spheres represent oxygen atoms, and the small light
spheres represent alumlnum atoms.

s In the a-plane projectlon the four beryllium atoms are
at·d1fferent heights as specified by the fractlons l/B, 3/8,
5/8, and 7/B. These fractlons can be employed to designate
the individual berylllum atoms. Thus one can state that the
3/B atom and the l/B atom are on the same reflectlcn plane.
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FIGURE I — UNIT CELL OF CHRYSOBERYL (BeAl2O4)
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These reflection planes are parallel to one another and
parallel to the ab plane, hence one of the principal axes

of the field gradlent is perpendicular to the ab plane and

parallel to the c axis.

The environment of the l/8 atom can be made identical
to the 7/8 atom by a 180 degree rotation about an axls

through the 1/8 atom and parallel to the c axis. Since only
the directions of the field gradient are determined and not
their senses these two sites would exhlbit the same field
gradient. Two such sites are called identlcal sites. The
same argument can be used to show that the site of the 3/8

atom and the site of the 5/8 atom are also identical.

A mirror parallel to the bc plane and passing through

the oxygen atoms of height 3/Ä would reflect the environ-

ment of the 7/8 atom into the same environment as the 5/8

atom. If the principal axes were all parallel to the

crystallographic axes this reflection would give identical

sites at the 7/8 atom and at the 5/8 atom. If the principal
axes were not parallel to the crystallographic axes this
reflection would give the same values for the field gradient

but a different orientatlon of the principal axes at the

two sites. Two such sites that have the same principal com-

ponents for their field gradient but differ in orientation

are called equivalent sites.
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There ls at least another possible set of four sites

for the beryllium atoms that would place two of them on one
reflectlon plane and two on the other reflectlon plane.

These sites would al=o surround each beryllium atom with
four oxygen atoms. Two of these would be ldentlcal sites

with respect to each other and the other two sites would
also be identlcal with respect to each other. Using argu-
ments similar to the ones used previously one determines that
the components of the field gradlent at the four sites could
at most differ only in orientation so that these four sites

· would also be at least equlvalent to each other. In fact

the set of four sites first dlscussed and this set of four
sites each consist of two pairs of sites, the sites in each
pair are ldentlcal and the sites in different palrs are

equlvalent.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

A. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Sgectrometer
The block diagram of the nuclear magnetic spectrometer

is given in Figure III. The most important component of
the spectrometer is the oscillating detector. It was
designed by T. L. Collins (17) at the University of British

Columbia and constructed by T. E. Gilmer, Jr. of the Vir-
ginia Polytechnlc Institute Physics Department. The cir-
cuit dlagram for the oscillating detector is given in
Figure IV and a photograph of it appears in Figure V.

The crystal sample is placed inside the coll L in
order to study its resonanee spectra. The coll L is wound
in the form of a solenoid with a diameter just large enough
to allow the crystal to fit inside. The crystal and the
coll are placed inside the small brass box at the end of the

arms in Figure V and then the box ls placed in the steady
magnetic field. The coll L and the capacitors C1, form the
resonant circuit of the oscillating detector. The oscll-
lations are maintained by two GAG5 pentodes operating in
puah—pull. The feedback which controls the amplitude of
the radio frequency oscillations is adjusted by varying
the capacitors C2.

The resonant circuitis coupled through a small capacitor
to the control grid of a third 6AG 5 which gives one stage
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FIGURE III — BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE SPECTROMETER
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of ampliflcation before rectlflcatlon. The rectiflcatlon l
is performed by a lN34 crystal diode. A fraction of this

d.c. rectifled signal is now fed back through an a.v.c.

circuit to the control grids of the oscillator tubes ln

order to keep the oscillation level low. A regulated power
supply ls used to supply the power to the osclllatlng

detector (5).

A quarter r.p.m. motor and four reductlon gears are

mounted on the top of the oscillatlng detector. These are

connected by a shaft to the tuning capacitors so that the

oscillatlon frequency ls varied slowly. The rate of change

in the frequency selected for the chrysoberyl sample ls

approximately six kilocycles per sec. per min. This rate

gives a strong signal for the satellites and still allows

the longest sweeps to be completed in less than an hour.
The steady magnetic field ls provided by a Varian Asso-

ciates Model VM0l2A Electromagnet which ls rated to produce

magnetlc fields in excess of 13,000 gauss. This electro-

magnet has 12 lnch diameter poles pieces with a gap width
‘ of 1.75 inches. The power supply for the eüectromagnet ls

the Varlan Associates Model V2100B Regulated Magnet Power
Supply. It is rated to supply a maximum current of two

amperes with a power output of flve kw. and to regulate the

current to one part in 10,000 against a line voltage change

of 10 percent (16). This system ls capable of maintalnlng

ll
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very homogeneous fields. But with chrysoberyl high homo·
geneity is not required since the lines are broad (approxi·
mately 20 gauss) and to first order the splitting is
independent of the magnetic field strength.

The steady magnetic field is modulated by applying a
315 cps. signal across two modulating coils on the outside
of the sample box. This signal is derived from a Hewlett
Packard Model 20lC audio oscillator and gives a field
modulation of approximately one gauss which is small come
pared to the width of the ehrysoberyl resonanees. If the
radio frequency is varied slowly through a resonance,
without the audio modulation applied, all one observes
is an absorption curve indicated by a dip in the rf level
in the tank circuit. But with the applied audio signal
one observes a modulation of the rf level and the amplitude
of this modulation varies as the slope of the absorption
curve instead of as the absorption curve itself. The
applied audio signal and the audio modulation of the radio
frequency are in phase on that part of the absorption curve
with a positive slope and out of phase on that part with a
negative slope. The phase change occurs at the minimum of
the absorption curve. Thus the signal on passing through
resonance that leaves the oscillating detector is a recti·
fied radio frequency carrier with an audio modulation which
changes phase with respect to the audio signal applied to
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the modulating colls.

The signal from the osclllating detector next goes
to an R.C.A. Model WV73A Audio Voltmeter for audio ampli-

flcatlon which also removes the radio frequency component

from the signal. It then goes to the lock—in detector.
The clrcuit diagram for the 1ock·in detector (17) ls shown
in Figure VI. The lock-in detector also receives another
audio signal from the audio oscillator. The phase of this
signal with respect to the signal from the osclllating
detector is adjusted by the phase shifter which ls a var-
iable auto tranaformer in series with the line followed by
a Qpf capacltor in parallel with the line. This adjustment
allows the lock—in detector to supply a stable d.c. signal
to the recorder while searching for a resonance. The
loek·1n detector supplies a signal that increases first in
one direction, decreases ln that direction and then lncreases
and decreases in the opposite direction as a resonance ls

. traversed. This recorded curve approximates the derlvative
of the absorption curve with respect to frequency.

e The lock·1n detector operates as follows: The one
megohm resistor and one of the three large capacitors,
usually the Qpf capacitor, lntegrate the difference of

potential that appears across the previous elements for a
large number of cycles. The diode network acts somewhat
as a switch having a small resistance when it conducts in
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either direction and a large resistance when it does not
conduct. The reference signal is adjusted in phase and
amplitude so that the "switch“ is closed part of every
cycle and so that the integrated voltage over many cycles
is held constant. However during a resonance the amplitude
and phase of the audio input signal change so that the switch
is closed for differing lengths of time and over differing
intervals of the cycle. This produces the varying d.c.
output that is sent to the chart recorden A Varian Asso-
ciates Model GllA chart recorder is used to record the

resonances. It has a 10 millivolt span and is usually
operated at a chart speed of four minutes per inch.

A small rf signal is removed from the oscillating
detector following the amplification stage and is fed to
several Hewlett Packard Model ¤60A wide band ampllfiers.
From there it is sent to a Hewlett Packard Model 52hC Fre-
quency Meter to measure its frequency. The frequency is
read and recorded on the moving chart at frequent time

intervals.
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B. Preparation of the Sample
The original chrysoberyl crystal had prominent str1a—

tlons on its [100] face. This allowed the dlrections of
the orthorhombic axes to be determined by inspectlon (3).
It was first cut with a diamond saw in such a manner as tc
obtain a sample that was roughly rectangular and with the
striations approxlmately along the longest dimension of the
rectangle. It was then ground until it was approximately
cylindrlcal with a dlameter of about one cm and a length
of two and a half cm. This crystal was mounted on a
straight alumlnum rod with black wax. An optical coll1·
mator was used to align the striatlons vertlcally and
hence the c axis would be parallel to the aluminum rod.

An aluminum block with a plastic sheet along one side
was mounted between the pole pieces of the electromagnet
with the plastic sheet against one pole piece for protection.
Four brass set screws with plastic guards on their ends
were set in the opposite side of the aluminum block. These
four set screws were backed out of the aluminum block
until they fit snugly against the opposlte pole piece of
the electromagnet, and thereby held the aluminum block in
position. A hole was drilled through the alumlnum block of
nearly the same dlameter as the alumlnum rod that ls fast—
ened to the sample. This hole was drllled in the block so
that it would be parallel to the pole pieces and lf extended
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downward would pass through the center of the magnetic
field. A scale with one degree intervals marked on it was
mounted above the alumlnum block.

The alumlnum rod, with the crystal attached to one
end, was inserted in the 1owa·end of the hole. The rod was
drawn up until the crystal Just touched the bottom of the
aluminum block. The sample box on the end of the oscil-
lating detector was inserted and centered in the magnetic
field below the crystal. The crystal was then lowered
into the rf coll contained in the sample box by lowering
the aluminum·rod.

A pointer was attached to the aluminum rod immediately
above the scale. The pointer was set visually to read 90
deg when the plane containing the strlations was set approx-
imately parallel to the magnetic field. After all the
resonance sweeps were completed on the sample the optical
collimator was used to calibrate the angle settings referred
to a line perpendicular to the plane containing the str1a~
tions.

The original crystal was large enough so that two
more samples of about the same dimenslons as the first one
could be obtalned. Each of these crystals also contained
prominent striations. They were prepared and mounted in a

similar fashion to the one discussed above. The second
crystal was mounted with the plane of the strlatlons again
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vertical but the straations this time being horizontal. The
third crystal was mounted with the plane containing the
strlations on the bottom of the crystal and horizontal.

A rotatlon of the first sample as mounted would be a
rotation about the c axls which will be deslgnated as the Z
rotation. The second would be a rotation about the b axis
or the Y rotation. The third would be an a rotation or the
X rotation.
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C. Measurement Technlgue

The first quadrupole splltting obtained with this
spectrometer was that of alumlnum in ruby (Al203). This
was an artificlal single crystal with chromlum impurities
added and was grown to be used as a ruby laser. It gave
the characterlstic spectrum of five lines due to I : 5/2

for aluminum and also due to the fact that all of the
aluminum atoms are in identical sites (10). A strong and

broad resonance was observed in a single crystal of boron
due to B11. No satellites were ever observed probably
due to the extremely complex crystal structure of this
crystal which would lndicate many different types of sites
for the B11 nuclei (7).

A single crystal of sodlum nltrate (NaN03) was grown
and the quadrupole splitting of the Na23 nuclei was observed.

This crystal gave the characterlstic three lines due to
I = 3/2 for sodium and ldentical sites for this nucleus ln
sodium nitrate (10). Also several of the aluminum lines
and the second order shiftin the aluminum central resonance
were observed in chrysoberyl.

The resonance frequency for berylllum is 5.983 Mc in

a field of 10u gauss. A 56/v;f capacitor was placed in

parallel with the capacitors C1 in order to lower the oper-

ating frequency range of the osclllating detector to the
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region of six to eight Mc which corresponds to a magnetic
field region of 1.003 X 10ä to 1.337 X 10a gauss fer Beg.

The central resonance for beryllium appeared at 7.141 Mc
which corresponds to a magnetic field of 1.194 X 10h gauss.
Durlng all of the runs on all three of the samples this
resonance frequency never varied by more than three kc from
the above value. This included a period of almost a month
and also included turning the magnet up and down many times
during this period.

The c or Z rotation measurements were performed first
and in the following manner: A particular position for
the crystal was set on the angular scale. The frequency
of the oscillating detector was lowered several hundred kc
below the central resonance frequency by manually rotatlng
the tuning capacitors. The frequency was then increased
slowly by the drive motor connected to the tuning capacitors.
The frequency was recorded on the edge of the chart at 13 kc
intervals. The central resonance and the satellites were
very nearly symmetric so that their centers were estimated
vlsually on the chart. The frequencies correspondlng to
their centers were obtained by interpolation on the chart
between the two recorded frequencles on either side of the
center.

The crystal was rotated to a new position and the above
procedure was repeated. Once the approxlmate position of the

ä
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lower satellite was known from a previous sweep the initial

frequency for the following sweep could be manually set so
that there would be little search time required before the
lower satellite appeared. Also on the long sweeps, where
the satellites were far from the central resonance, the
central resonance could be omitted by manually lncreasing
the frequency over the central portlon of the spectrum but

· recording the satellites in the usual manner. This pro-

cedure shortened the length of time required for the long
sweeps.

A sweep was performed at every five degree position of

the crystal over a 180 deg interval and then at every ten
deg position over the second 180 deg interval. This pro-
cedure was then repeated for the b and a rotations. Occa-
sionally a particular sweep would be repeated both in angular
sequence and out of sequence and also before and after the
magnet had been shut down and then restored. The frequency
interval between a pair of satellites measured on a repeat

sweep and the frequency interval measured on the original
sweep was always less than two kc.

Figure VII illustrates two typical chart recorder traces.
These two traces were both taken from the c rotation group.

The upper trace shows the two sets of satellites obtalned on

all c rotation traces. The lower trace shows the two sets

of satellites coalesed so that they appear as Just one large
pair of satellltes.
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D
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Analysis and Interpretation of Data
The frequency lnterval 2dv between each pair of

satellltes ls obtalned directly from the recorder chart by
subtracting the frequency of one satellite from the fre-
quency of the other satellite in the pair for each posi-
tion of the crystal. These frequency lntervals are plotted
versus the angle of rotatlon of the crystal as the experi-
mental polnts in Figures VIII, IX, and X. Figure XI shows
the three curves plotted together and to the same scale.
The solid curve ln each figure ls cbtalned by a least
squares fit (lä) of the experimental points to Eq. (30)
with the use of an I.B.M. 1620 computer. These curves
are shown plotted zero to 180 deg but the experimental
points over the entire 360 deg are used tc obtaln the solid
curves. In each rotatlon there exist two separate posi-
tions of the crystal such that a crystallographic axls
colncldes with the direction of the steady magnetic field.
These pcsltlons are indlcated on the curves by a, b, and c.
Thus a on one of the graphs, for example, ls used to indlcate
that the a axls coincldes with the direction of Ho at this
position.

The equatlons for the curves are as follows: For the
X or a rotation ln Figure VIII one obtains
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2A)) ;·, —152.M - l38.8cos2G · .l8M6s1n2@ (M9)

or : -152.M — 138.8cos2(e + 0) (50)
and for the Y or b rotation in Figure IX

2111) e 1M5.2 — 160.8cos2e — 8.232s1n2e (51)
or = lM5.2 — l6l.0cos2(G - l.M5°) (52)
For the Z or c rotation there are two curves, designated Z1

and Z2 in Figure X since two pairs of satellites are

obtained. For Z1 one obtains
2Av : 8.232 + 293.8 cos2Q - 9l.98s1n2Q (53)

or : 8.232 - 307.9cos2(e + 8.70°) (5M)
and for Z2

2AlJ ; 8.159 · 297.2eos2Q + 87.27sin2G (55)
or ; 8,159 + 309.8oos2(Q - 8.l8°) (56)

Both forms of Eq. (30) are displayed for each curve since the
first form is more oonvenient for calculating the various
matrix elements and the second more convenient for discussing
the phase shifts. All coefficients are expressed in kc and
are given to four s1gn1ficant_numbers and the phase angles
are given to th nearest hundredth of a degree. These are
the coefficients from the least squares fit and the phase
angles that are calculated from them. An accuracy of four
significant numbers is not implied, for example note the

constant CX in Eq. (M9). The zero in Eq. (50) is used only

to imply that(§X ls zero to at least the nearest hundredth
of a degree when it is calculated from the constants in Eq.
(*+9).
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X
The interpretation of the data is done by two different

methods. In method one each of the curves ln Figure X is
grouped separately with the curves of Figures VIII and IX to

determine the matrix elementscf the field gradient tensors,

1 since there are two different sites. The ldentitles in
i

Eq. (32) are used to obtain an average value for AX and for
,

BX when the Z1, X, and Y rotation curves are grouped together

l
and then another average value for AX and BX when the Z2,
X, and Y rotatlon curves are grouped together. The con-

stants from Eq. (#9), (51), and (53) are substituted into
Eq. (32) to obtain three equations that are each equal to
AX, namely

AX e -152.M, (BY ~ AY)/2 e -153.0, and —(Bz +AZ);a :-151.0
which give an average value for AX of -152.1. Llkewlse one

obtalns for BX the three equations

BX „ -138.8, ·3(AY + BY)/2 e -137.M, ana (3AZ - BZ)/2 :
-134.6

which gives an average value for BX of -136.9.
The average values for AX and BX are now substltuted

into Eq. (31) to give

2AX : x(¢YY + egz) a 2(-152.1),
2BX e K(¢yy · ßgz) = 2(-136.9).

and ( CX e ·K¢yZ e -.18#6 .
These equations and the trace condition yield
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e 304.3, K¢§Y = -289.1,
Kogz 2 -15.20, and Ksyz : .1846 .

From Eq. (3l) and (53) one obtains

cz = - K¢kY e -91.98 ,
and from Eq. (31) and (51)

0Y 2 —K¢QX e -8.232 .
Thus one obtains for the matrix

304.3 91.98 8.232
91.98 -289.1 .1846 M1
8.232 .1846 -15.20

If one now combines the Z2, X, and Y curves in the same man-
nar one obtains

305.4 -87.28 8.232
-87.28 -290.2 .1846 M2
8.232 .1846 -15.20

In method two the interpretation is based on the argu-

ments, as discussed in Section IIC, that the two different

beryllium sites are at least equivalent sites and that the

c axis is a principal axis of the electric field gradient.

The two equations for the Z rotation curves should then be

the same except that they are shifted right and left by

equal angles from their points of intersection at zero and

at 90 deg. Thus one averages the two values for CZ from

Eq. (53) and (55) and also averages each pair of diagonal
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terms in M1 and M2. The argument that th c axis ls parallel

to a principal axis also allows one to use Eq. (45) which

has four zero elements instead of Eq. (24). Thus one

obtains the matrix

304.9 89.62 0000
89.62 -289.7 0000 M3
0000 0000 -15.20

from this interpretation.

The equations in Section IIB that diagonallze the
matrix were programmed for the computer. The program was
written so that it gave the diagonalized matrix, the
absolute value of the quadrupole coupling constant, the
asymmetry parameter, the direction coslnes, and the angles
between the principal axes and the XYZ axes. The complete

print-out from the computer for M1 is as followsz

The original tensor is304.3000 91.9800 8.232091.9800 -289.1000 .1846
8.2320 .1846 -15.2000

The dlagonalized tensor ls
-15.3961 4 .0000 .0000

.0000 -303.0341 .0000

.0000 .0000 318.4302
The direction cosines and angles are
Lamda 1: .0236 Theta 1,X: 88.644 Degrees

Mu 1: .0072 Theta 1,Y: 89.583 DegreesNu 1: -.9996 Theta „l,Z= 178.582 Degrees
Lamda 2: -.1497 Theta 2,X: 98.614 Degrees

Mu 2: .9887 Theta 2,Y: 8.617 Degrees
Nu 2: .00*6 Theta 2,2: 89.792 Degrees

Lamda 3: .9884 Theta 3,X: 8.722 Degrees
Mu 3: .1496 Theta 3,Y: 81.392 Degrees‘ Nu 3: .0244 Theta 3,2: 88.597 Degrees
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Value of the Quad. Coupl. Const.: 318.4302ae 9.673229OE—O4bs 1.4856487E—o6
Alphae 27.5429 Degrees

Five of these angles should be zero, 90, or 180 deg

when one of the principal axes coincldes with one of the

XYZ axes. Their average variation from these values is

1.0 deg. The other four angles should be either the phase

angleggz or 90 deg plus or minus the phase angle. The

average value of these four phase angles is 8.6 deg. The

matrix M2 gives the same value for the asymmetry parameter,

namely .9032, and a value af 318.1 kc for the absolute value

of the quadrupole coupling constant. The corresponding

angles are 1.0 deg for the average variatlon and 8.2 deg

for the average phase angle.

In method two the simpler Eq. (47) and (48) are applied

to M3. These give .9044 for the asymmetry parameter, 318.1
kc for the quadrupole coupling constant and 8.4 deg for

the phase angle, $2.
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B. Errors and Qggplusions
It is difficult to estimate the error in the results.

The experimental points and the curves obtained from the
least squares fit show good agreement. The poorest agree-

ment is with the Z rotation points and their curves. This
is to be expected as the satellites are about half the

size on these sweeps as they are on the sweeps for the X

and Y rotations. This makes the determination of the

centers of these satellites more difficult.
Several different arguments can be made concerning

the angles. One ls that in Eq. (52) the phase angle«SY is

1.45 deg when it should be zero as is SX in Eq. (50).

Therefore the phase angles in Eq. (54) and (56) could con-

tain the same error. Another argument is that the inter-

pretation based on methods one and two both indicate a one

degree error and an average value forggé of 8.5 deg. Then

the value forqgz, which is to be applied to both Eq. (52)

and (54), will be stated as 8.5il deg.

Similar arguments can be made for the absolute value 1
of the quadrupole coupllng constant and the asymmetry para-

meter. Their values will be stated as

fl : .90 i .01 and |§§gQ% Z 318 2 2 kc_

There is no other known determination of these values.

Schuster and Pake (13) used the fact that there were two
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satellites for berylllum in chrysoberyl to verify that

I : 3/2 for beryllium and also reported a splittlng of as

large as N80 kc, but no splitting of this magnitude was

observed in this investigation. No explanatlon ls suggested

for this dlscrepancy. It is concluded that there are two

different types of sites for the beryllium nuclei in chryso·

beryl and that these sites are equivalent. The principal

y axis that corresponds to the smallest eigenvalue (15 I 2kc)

is parallel at both sites to the crystallographlc c axls.

The principal axis that corresponds to the intermediate

eigenvalue (303I2kc) lies in the ab plane at both sites,

but at one site lt is rotated 8.5 I 1 deg away from the b

axis and at the other site it ls rotated the same amount

the opposite way from th b axls. The principal axes at

the two sites that correspond to the largest elgenvalue

(318 I 2kc) likewlse lie in the ab plane 8.5 I 1 deg on

opposite sidesof the a axis.
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ABSTRACT

The quadrupole coupling constant (|e2qQ/hl), the

asymmetry parameter (q), and the orlentation of the prin-
cipal axes with respect to the crystallographic abc axes
were determlned for the sites of the beryllium nuclei in

_ a single crystal of chrysoberyl.
Three single crystals of chrysoberyl were each in

turn rotated about a different crystallographlc axis ln a
constant magnetic field of approximately 12,000 gauss.
The lnteraction of the electric field gradient at the Beg

site and the electric quadrupole moment of the berylllum

nucleus produces a frequency spectrum consistlng
of a central resonance and two satellites on either side
of the central line for each unique beryllium site. The
frequency lnterval between the two satellltes depends on
the particular crystal orientatlon in the constant magnetic
fleld, This frequency lnterval was measured for various
crystal posltions in each of the three crystal rotatlons.
A nuclear magnetlc resonance spectrometer, employing a
Collins type marglnal oscillator and a 12 inch electromag·
net, was used to determine these frequency lntervals.

The experimental points consisting of the frequency
intervals versus the angular posltlons of the crystal for
each pair of satellites were fltted to the theoretlcal curve



that is predicted from a first order pertubatlon treatment
1

of the quadrupole interaction on the magnetic energy levels.

The Volkoff Method of rotation analysis was then used to
relate the fitted constants in the above equatlons to the
elements of the electric field gradlent tensor and to

obtaln the diagonalized form of this tensor. The diagonal
elements of this tensor then gave immediately the value ”

of Q and |e2qQ/h‘. These values were found to be as

followsz

q : .90 I .01 and le2QQ/h { : 318 I 2 kc.
The rotation about the c crystal axls showed two pairs

of satellites of nearly equal strength which lndicated two
different types of sites for the beryllium nuclei. The three
elgenvalues for one site were found to have the same value

as the same three elgenvalues for the other site. Thus the
two sites have the same field gradient components but the

orlentatlons of the two sites are different. The crystal

symmetry of chrysoberyl predlcts that one of the principal
axes should be parallel to the c crystal axls. The prin-
cipal axes at the two sites that correspond to the smallest

eigenvalue of the dlagonalized tensor (15.2 I 2kc) were

found to be parallel to the c axis. The principal axes at

the two sites that correspond to the largest elgenvalue
(318 I 2kc) lle 8.5 I 1 deg on either side of the a crystal

axes in the ab plane. The principal axes that correspond
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to the intermedlate elgenvalue (303 i 2kc) lle 8.5 E 1 deg

on either slde of the b axes in the ab plane.


